〚NEWS RELEASE〛
YTV format “The Rolling Kitchen” Season 2
aired in Mongolia, and will be broadcasted in Brazil in August 2022, too!

Yomiuri Telecasting Corporation (YTV) are pleased to report that Season 2 of the "Rolling Kitchen," which
was remade last year in Mongolia and Brazil, will be broadcast respectively.
In Mongolia, the show has already aired on NTV in Spring(Jan to Apr) this year. In Brazil, it is scheduled to
air on GNT in August 2022.
This is a cooking competition unlike any you've ever seen. It is a reality show that mixes humor and
gastronomy!
2 couples compete to see which team can create the best dish to win a cash prize within 1 hour. The kitchens
are separated and conversations about cooking process are prohibited. Every fifteen minutes, the stage
rotates 180 degrees, and one takes the other's bench, making the plate of food where their partner left off.
Couples need to read each other’s minds and estimate the cooking procedure to win. They are expected to
create the best dish with bonds of love.
To make the show more exciting, there is a card system to support the players during the cooking process,
such as the guest can talk to their partner by phone for one minute and so on. When to use is the key to win
the battle.
The recipes and cooking battles of each country are original and unique, making the show very enjoyable.
Since this format is based on the theme of cooking and couples, each country's remake can be own personality,
making for a completely different show.
The original format was broadcast in Japan in September 2018 and launched for international sales at
MIPTV* 2019. The format is currently represented by Global Agency for Europe, Middle East (excluding
Turkey) and Brazil, and by YTV for the rest of the world.
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